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Abstract -The
minimum mean-squared-error
(MMSE) linear multiuser detector [I-21 is popular
because of its good performance and amenability to
adaptive implementation. However, there are circumstances in which the linear detector that minimizes biterror rate (BER) can significantly outperform the MMSE
detector. We propose a low-complexity adaptive algorithm for approximating the minimum-BER linear multiusei detector.

I. INTRODUCTION
Within the class of linear multiuser detectors, which
includes the conventional matched-filter detector and the
decmelating detector, the minimum-mean-squared-error
(MMSE) detector stands out as an attractive choice for
two reasons: first, it is amenable to a low-complexity,
adaptive, and decentralized implementation [Z]; and
second, the MMSE detector offers good BER performance [3]. However, as illustrated in this paper, there are
circumstances in which the linear detector which chooses
its coefficients so as to minimize BER can significantly
outperform the MMSE detector.
Other linear detectors have been proposed that can
outperform the MMSE detector. Tbe first was the maximum asymptotic-multiuser-efficiency (MAME) linear
detector of Lupas and Verd~[4], wbicb minimizes BER
in the limit as noise approaches zero. An adaptive algorithm for realizing the MAME detector is not yet available. Adaptive algorithms for realizing the minimumBER multiuser detector were proposed in [51 and [61, but
are either bigb in complexity or require knowledge of the
signature sequence of the user of interest. This paper proposes an adaptive algorithm for approximating the minimum-BER multiuser detector that has low complexity
and does not require knowledge of the users signature
sequences.
In Sect. 11, we present the problem statement. In
Sect. III, we discuss exact minimum-BER (EMBER)
detection. In Sect. N, we propose the approximate minimum-BER (AMBER) multiuser detector. In Sect. V, we
present numerical results comparing the performance of
the AMBER detector to other linear multiuser detectors.
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11. PROBLEMSTATEMENT
We limit our discussion to a synchronous system,
because it captures the essential features of the more general asynchronous problem, and it also clarifies exposition. Consider a synchronous direct-sequence CDMA
system with Nactive users and Mchips per baud, and let
sidenote the unit-length M-vector representing the signature sequence of user i Furthermore, let Ai denote the
received amplitude for user 1, bk(l)E [ + I ) denote the
information bit for user i during bit-epoch k, and S
I'
denote the noise PSD. Sampling at the chip rate leads to
the following equivalent channel model [3]:
rk= Hbk + nk,

(1)

where the memoryless channel matrix H = [slsz .,. sAA
has dimension M X IV,
A = diag(AJ, bk = [bk(')... bk"] T
and n k is white Gaussian noise with PSD 0'1. Without
loss of generality, we take user 1 as the user of interest. A
decentralized linear multiuser detector for user 1 is then
characterized by an M-vector c and the decision rule:
= sgn{cTrk}.

(2)

Tbe problem is to choose c to minimize the probability that (2) is erroneous, i.e., to minimize the bit-error
rate (BER) for user 1. A key contribution of this paper is
a low-complexity adaptive algorithm for linear multiuser
detectors that closely approximates the minimum-BER
solution.
Based on (I), the probability that the decision of (2) is
erroneous is:
BERl

=

Pr[bk(')CTrk<
01
Pr[bk(')cTHbk
+ bk(')cTnkc 0 j bk]]
(3)

where the expectations are over the ZN equally likely
binary bit vectors bk E [+l}N, and where Q is the Gaussian error function. Observe that the product bkbi') is a
binary vector with a one in the first component (corresponding to the user of interest). Let b(l),b@),..., b(L)
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denote any ordering of the L = ZN-l such distinct vectors.
Following [7][8], we define the signal vectors by:
&l=Hb(i),i=l...L.

(4)

These {&I} vectors represent the L possible noiseless
channel output vectors given that thc Rh bit from the
desired user is unity, bk('1 = 1. With this definition, (3)
simplifies to:

Observe that the BER depends on the direction c/ II c II of
c only, and that the norm of cis irrelevant; this is because
the receiver decisions are determined by the sign of the
detector output only.

In this paper, we make the mild assumption that user i
is linearly detectable, by which we mean that the signature s; of user i does not lie within the interference subspace spanned by { ?+J.
111. EXACTMINIMUM-BERMULTIUSER
DETECTION
A. The EMBER Detector

Let cgMBER
denote a linear multiuser detector that
achieves exact minimum-BER (EMBER) performance,
minimizing (5). Observe that because ( 5 ) depends only
is not unique: if
on the direction of the detector, cEMBER
c minimizes BEQ then so does ac for any positive constant a. Unlike the coefficient vector cMSE= A1(HH' +
aZI)~'sl
that minimizes MSE = EI(cTrk- bL1l)zl,there is
no closed-form expression for cgMBRR.
However, by setting to zero the gradient of (5) with respect to c

where a j =c T & ) / ( l l c l ~ )is a normalized inner product
of &I with c. The fixed-point relationship of (7) characterizes local maxima as well as local minima for the BER
cost function, and hence (7) is a necessary but not sufficient test for the global minimum.

Example 1. Consider the simplest nontrivial twouser system described by (1) with s1 = [ l , 01:
sz= [p. il-p" J T normalized correlation p = 0.9,
SNRl = A 1 2 / d = 18 dB, and SNRz = 14.6 dB. In
Fig. 1 we present a polar plot of BERl versus 0 for
the unit-norm detector c = [cose, sine] 7 Superimposed on this plot are the L = 2 signal vectors &I
and $'I, depicted by solid lines. Also superimposed
arc the coefficient vectors of four detectors: the
minimum-BER detector at an angle of e = -36.9';
the MMSE detector at 0 = -60.2'; the MF detector
at 0 = 0'; and the decorrelator at e = -64.2'.
Observe that none of the traditional detectors coincide with the minimum-BER detector. We should
point out that the minimum-BER detector is not
always colinear with the worst-case signal vector,
but rather satisfies c = aflc)with a > 0 in the general
case [see (7) and (9)l.
To recover a solution to the fixed-point equation
c = dc)with a > 0, we propose the EMBER algorithm:
ck + kflck),

ck+l =

(10)

where p is a small positive step size. Although there may
he some solutions to the fixed-point equation
c = a4c) with a > 0 that correspond to local minima and
do not globally minimize BER, we hypothesize that if

we find that c E M B must
E ~ satisfy:
c = d c ) for some a > 0 ,

(7)

where we have introduced the function f : R M + R,'
defined by:

&,'
.- ....:...- CDECORR
. CMMSE
~

The expectation in (8) is with respect to v over the
L = zN-l equally likely { &I} vectors of (41, so that 44
can be expressed as a weighted sum of the {&I) vectors:

e

Fig. 1. A polar plot of BERl versus for a two-user system
with correlationp = 0.9.Suprimposed are the signal
vectors (scaled by a factor of 0.5) and the MMSE,
decorrelating, MF, and minimum-BER detectors.
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c = a A c ) and also BER < 2-N, then c minimizes BER.
This test is based on the observation that the eye diagram
is open when the fixed-point equation is satisfied, and our
belief that local minima arise only when certain combinations of interfering user bits are able to close the eye. We
thus propose the following strategy for finding the exact
minimum-BER linear multiuser detector. First, iterate the
deterministic EMBER algorithm of (10) until it converges. If the resulting BER < Z-N, stop. Otherwise, initialize the deterministic EMBER algorithm somewhere
else imd repeat the process. This is an effective snategy
when the initial condition of the EMBER algorithm is
choscn carefully (for example, chosen to be the MMSE
detector) and when the SNR is sufficiently large that
BER I T N i s possible.

c = a d c ) for some a > 0.

Let us define an error indicator function I k that is zero
or one, depending on whether an error occurs:

[

0, ifsgn{cTrk)
= bk(l)
1, if sgn{crrk}# bk(l)

The error function Q(a)is upper hounded and approximated by e x p - a 2 / 2 ) / ( f i m ) [9], so that @
. ) of (9) can
be approximated by:

dC)=E[E[IkI v]v]
=

E[Ikv]
E[Ikbk(')Hbk]

=

E[&bk(l)(rk- nk)].

=

= 4% a,&c),

(13)

(14)

The expectation in (14) is with respect to v, uniformly
distributed over the set of signal vectors (4). The EMBER
algorithm of (10) can thus be approximated by

(19)

Using this result, the deterministic update of (15) can be
expressed as:
Ck+i

= Ck+

FE[Ikbk("(rk- nk)]

Ck + FE[lkbk(')rk].

(20)
(21)

The approximation of (21) is valid at high SNR, and is
best justified by the good performance of the resulting
algorithm, as demonstrated in the numerical results to
follow.
We can form a simple stochastic update algorithm by
simply removing the expectation in (21):
ck+l = Ck + PI&il)Pk.

where ai=cT&)/(lldlcr) as in (9), a,,= min{ai}, and
where we have introduced the function g : RM+ R?
defined by

(17)

Therefore, the function g(c) can he expressed in terms of
this error indicator as follows:

DETECTION

A. The Stochastic AMBER Algorithm

'

It follows that E[&] = BER1. As exploited in (5), the conditional expectation of & given v = bk(')Hbk is:

IV. APPROXIMATEMINIMUM-BERMULTIUSER
Although the deterministic EMBER algorithm of the
previous section is useful for finding the minimum-BER
detector of known channels, it is poorly suited for adaptive implementation in time-varying applications. We
now propose a stochastic update equation with extremely
low complexity and whose ensemble average approximates the EMBER algorithm.

(16)

(22)

We refer to this stochastic algorithm as the stochastic
AMBER algorithm for linear multiuser detection, or just
AMBER for short.
A closer look at (22) leads to some insightful geometric interpretations of the AMBER algorithm.

-

The detector is updated only when an error is made.
The update term bk(')q is a noisy estimate of the
signal vector:
bk(')rk = bk(l)(Hbk + nk)= v + bk(l)nk= R

(15)

Hence, when an error is made, c takes a small step
in the general direction of the signal vector v that
caused the error.

In analogy to the EMBER fixed-point relationship of (7),
we define the AMBER relationship:

Averaged over many iterations, c will move towards
each d')with a frequency proportional to the proba-

ck+l

=

ck

+
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hility Q(aj)that d’) causes an error, where
aj= c ~ & ) / ( l l d l c r ) .

place of bk(’)in (22) and (26). Additional methods for
speeding convergence are described in 181.

C:=

At steady state we expect c =
Q(a)v’”,which
is precisely the AMBER fixed-point relationship of
(16), and which closely approximates the minimum-BER fixed-point relationship of (7), namely
c=
p p ( - a , 2/ 2)

c:;

We can gain additional insight into the AMBER algorithm by comparing it to two other well-known adaptive
algorithms: thc LMS algorithm, which implements the
MMSE detector, and the sign-LMS algorithm, a lowercomplexity version of the LMS algorithm which approximates the MMSE detector. All three algorithms can he
expressed in a similar form:
C k i l = ck

-

kekrk

(LMS)

ck+l = ck

-

p g n { eklrk

(sign-LMS) (24)

ck+,= Ck - p I p g n { e k ) r k .

(AMBER)

(23)

(25)

where ek = CTrk - bk(’) is the error signal of the MMSE
detector, and where we have made use of the identity
Ikbk(’) = -rpgn{ ek) to transform (22) to (25).There is a
remarkable similarity between the AMBER and signLMS algorithms. Simply stated, the AMBER algorithm
can be viewed as the sign-LMS algorithm modijied fo
update only when an error is made. The sign-LMS was
motivated by its low complexity compared to the LMS
algorithm, despite its poorer performance. The simple
modification for AMBER, on the other hand, provides
dramatic performance improvement, without any cost in
complexity.

V. NUMERICAL
RESULTS
While the MMSE linear multiuser detector generally
perfoms well, the minimum-BER linear detector can
perform significantly better. Consider again the two-user
syslem of Example 1 with normalized correlation p. In
Fig. 2 we illustrate the potential reduction in BER by
plotting the ratio BEREMB~~/BERMMSE
versus the normalized interference power A Z Z / A I Z , assuming
SNRl = 20 dB. The BER reduction is most pronounced
for large correlations and low interference powers.
Next we again consider the two-user system of
Example 1, with p = 0.9 and A Z 2 / A l Z= -4.15 dB. In
Fig. 3 we compare the BER performance of six linear
multiuser detectors: the exact minimum-BER detector
(satisfying (lo)), the approximate minimum-BER
detector, the MMSE detector, the matched filter detector,
the decorrelator, and the MAME detector. Observe that
the exact, approximate minimum-BER, and MAME
detectors are indistinguishable. They all outperform the
MMSE detector by more than 1 dB at high SNR, and they
outperform the matched filter and the decorrelator by a
wider margin.
Next we study the performance of these detectors in
the presence of strong near-far interference. In Fig. 4 we
plot BER, versus the normalized interference power
AzZ/A1‘, assuming p = 0.9 and SNR, = 12 dB. Interestingly, we see that the MMSE detector approaches minimum-BER performance for extremely low and

B. Modification of the AMBER Algorithm
Because the AMBER algorithm updates only when an
error is made, convergence speed can decrease as the
BER decreases. One method for speeding convergence is
to modify the AMBER algorithm so that it not only
updates when an error is made, but also when an error is
almost made. Specifically, we can modify the error indicator function of (17) by introducing a nonnegative
threshold T 2 0 as follows:
1
I k = - (1 - s g n [ b k ( l ) y k y k ~ ] ) .
2

(26)

In other words, the modified indicator function is Ik = 1 if
bk(‘)yk5 T and Ik = o otherwise. This indicator function
reverts back to the original (17) when the threshold T is
zero. Besides speeding convergence, the threshold modification of (26) also allows the AMBER algorithm to he
in
operated in a decision-directed manner, using

I
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INTERFERENCE POWER Az2/A12 (dB)

0

Fig. 2. A plot of BEREMBER/BERMMSE
versus interference power for SNR, = 2CdB.
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extremely high interference powers, but not for moderate
interference power. The MAME detector approaches
minimum-BER performance at low interference but not
at high interference, because for sufficientlyhigh interference, the MAME detector becomes the decorrelator.

The performance of the stochastic AMBER algorithm
in the presence of strong near-far interference is examined in Fig. 5, which shows the learning curve of
AMBER for a two-user system with p = 0.9 and
S N R , = 12 dB, with the interference power exceeding the
signal power by 10 dB. The BER was averaged over 100
b i a l s using p = l / k . Before each mal the detector was
Thus, this
initialized with the eye closed at -c~~..q.
figure indicates not only that AMBER performs well in a
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Fig. 5. Learning curve of AMBER in the presence of strong
near-far interference and with a closed-eyeinitialization.
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Finally, consider the simple three-user system
described by (1) with s, = [I, 01; s2= [l, 1178,
s3= IO, 11: and SNR = 20 dB for all users. In Fig. 6 we
illustrate the performance of the stochastic AMBER algorithm of (22), with parameters p = 0.02, T initialized to
0.4, and with z cut in half at time 200 and again at time
400. Although AMBER can do nothing for user 2, it is of
immediate and significant benefit to users 1 and 3.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the AMBER algorithm for
adapting the coefficients of a linear multiuser detector so
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as tu approach the minimum-BER linear detector. When
compared to the LMS algorithm, the AMBER algorithm
is no more complex and yet can produce a significantly
smaller BER. Like the LMS, algorithm, AMBER
requires only a training sequence, so that no estimation of
the timing or signature waveforms is necessary.
Simulation results reveal nu appreciable difference
between the steady-state performance of the AMBkR
algorithm and the optimum minimum-BER linear
detector. Furthermore, the AMBER algorithm was shown
to be robust tu near-far interference and closed-eye initialization, properties that are perhaps not surprising
given the close relationship between the AMBER and
sign-LMS algorithms.
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